COMPETE FOR THE CAUSE
CORPORATE CHALLENGE
DODGEBALL
Divisions:
Players may play in both divisions, but only on team per division:
OPEN - any number of male or female players
CO-ED - teams must have at least three females on the court
• Teams of six players
• The event is bracketed, and best two out of three games determines winner of match, loser's
bracket is a single game.
• The object of the games is to eliminate all opposing players by either hitting them with a “live”
thrown ball or by catching a “live” ball thrown by your opponent before it touches the ground.
•

A “live” ball is one that has been thrown and has not touched anything, including the floor/
ground, another ball, another player, official, or other item outside of the playing field (wall,
ceiling, etc.).

• Players should remain within the boundary lines unless retrieving a ball that has left the
playing area. Failure to comply could result in elimination from the match.
• Games begin with each team in possession of three balls. Players will take a position
behind their end line. Following a signal by the official, play officially begins and players may
immediately start throwing at the opposition.
• The first team to legally eliminate all opposing players will be declared the winner. Each
contest is limited to 5 minutes. If neither team has been eliminated at the end of 5 minutes,

the team with the greater number of players remaining will be declared the winner. In the case of
an equal number of players remaining after regulation, a 1-minute sudden-death overtime period
will be played. The first team to eliminate a player wins.
• In order to reduce stalling, a violation will be called if a team in the lead controls all six balls on
their side of the court for more than 5 seconds.
• Players whose feet touch the center line are automatically ejected from the game. It does not
matter if they are still holding the ball or not.
• Anyone hit with a ball that has not first crossed the back line is not out. Please note: Only one
played can be eliminated on a given throw. If a ball bounces off two players, the first to get hit
will be out. If a ball bounces off a person and someone else on the team catches it, the first
person hit will still be out; the thrower and catcher remain in. If someone blocks a throw with a
ball and then it hits someone else or is caught, no one is out because it is dead as soon as it
has struck another ball.
• If a ball is knocked out of a player’s hand by another thrown ball, no one is out.

THE MISSION BEHIND THE COMPETITION
The Y For All Campaign
As a participant in Corporate Challenge, you support the cause. 100% of Y For All funds come from generous donations
from the community. Those generous are then given back to help those in the community who can’t do it alone. Learn
how your contribution can make a difference.
Y For All Provides:
Financial Assistance to send local kids to camp where they can grow and learn while having fun in a safe and supervised environment. Last year, 145 local kids were given scholarships to attend.
Early Childhood Education to close the achievement gap in our nation at the YMCA Center for Children and Families
and Preschool Programs at both locations.
Chronic Disease Prevention through the YMCA Commit to Get Fit and YMCA”s Diabetes Prevention Programs, which
teach people maintainable, healthy lifestyle habits. Last year, 250 adults benefited from the YFA fund to attend these
and similar wellness programs.

